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1 Tsunamis

Tsunamis are the most known and most disastrous sea haz-

ards and can occur in all world oceans as well as in closed

or almost closed seas like the Mediterranean. Interest in

tsunamis has substantially increased in the last few years, es-

pecially after the case of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami that

devastated the coasts of several near-field and far-field coun-

tries and that claimed a death toll of about 220 thousands

human lives mostly in Indonesia, India, Sri Lanka and Thai-

land. Since then and even more after the big Japan tsunami

of 11 March 2011, the issues of what we can learn from

past experiences and of how coastal communities can be pro-

tected from the attack of catastrophic tsunamis have become

of paramount importance.

This SI collects a number of papers on the Tohoku tsunami

that address different aspects of this event. Choi et al. (2012)

study the run-up heights of the 2011 tsunami and compare

them with the data from the largest tsunamis that attacked

the east Japanese coast in the last 150 yr, namely the Meiji

Sanriku tsunami of 1896 and the Showa Sanriku tsunami

of 1933. The main interest of the authors was the study of

the space distribution of the run-up heights along the coast.

Data are very abundant for the 2011 tsunami (more than

5000 data points) since the post-event surveys carried out by

local experts and by international teams investigated the af-

fected coastal areas (about 300 km long) with great accuracy.

In contrast, the available observations for the 1896 and 1933

tsunamis are quite less (132 and 205, respectively). It was

found that the space distribution of the observed run-ups is

basically log-normal, which is a confirmation of the original

finding on tsunami coastal distribution by Van Dorn (1965)

and by Kajiura (1983) who studied tsunami events in Hawaii

and in Japan, respectively. What is new in Choi et al.’s (2012)

analysis is that the log-normal distribution was proven to be

fitted by the experimental data only when they are statisti-

cally independent. This issue was not evident while handling

data of the historical tsunamis (1896 and 1933) since those

data were too few and referring to coastal places usually

several kilometers apart (which ensures their independence).

Instead, it came to light with the 2011 tsunami where the

space density of data is quite larger (many observations were

taken in locations very close to each other). It was found that

to get statistical independence and log-normal distribution,

data should be averaged over a scale not smaller than 7.5 km,

which therefore can be taken as a sort of data correlation dis-

tance. How this distance is related to basic geomorphologi-

cal features of the bathymetry and topography of the coastal

zone is an issue still unresolved.

The Tohoku tsunami hit the Japan coasts catastrophically,

but also reached significant wave heights in very distant

coasts after travelling across the Pacific. Numerical codes

for tsunami generation and propagation are indispensable

tools to compute tsunami radiation from the source areas

and to provide adequate estimates of tsunami amplitude and

travel times. In operational tsunami warning systems, one

of the main constraints is time, since obviously predictions

should be made and transmitted to the threatened commu-

nities before the tsunami attacks. To meet this requirement,

the most common strategy is to pre-compute a database of

tsunami scenarios and, in case of tsunami occurrence, to ex-

tract the case or cases that are most suited to (i.e. best fit)
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the data from the monitoring networks. This strategy is moti-

vated by the fact that tsunami simulations are usually very

time-consuming and there would be no time to run simu-

lations under an impending tsunami. Popinet (2012) argues

that adaptive codes can be used instead of fixed-grid numeri-

cal codes to cut down the computation time significantly even

for propagation over large oceanic areas, which can possibly

allow also real-time computations. Indeed Popinet uses an

adaptive quadtree-based discretization algorithm to densify

cells where it is dynamically needed, i.e. depending on the

characteristics of the tsunami waves, which reduces the total

number of grid cells and hence of the required mathematical

operations. Whereas the computational cost of typical non-

flexible tsunami codes increases by a factor of 4 when the

grid resolution doubles, adaptive methods tend to confine the

cost increase to a factor of 2.60–2.65 (Popinet, 2011), which

is a remarkable advantage. The application of this code to

the Tohoku tsunami propagation in the near-field (with 250m

resolution during flooding) and over long oceanic distances

(where cells size can be as big as 250 km) also provides re-

sults in satisfactory agreement with the observations as re-

gards inundation on the Japan coasts and DART buoy records

in the far-field.

As already noted above, data for the 2011 Japan tsunami

are very abundant and indeed this is the tsunami event with

the largest base of data recorded in the whole tsunami his-

tory, including coastal tide gauge and offshore buoy records.

Bressan and Tinti (2012) analyzed as many as 123 records of

tide gauges from most of the countries of the Pacific ocean to

study tsunami changes in coastal waters and to test the per-

formance of the tsunami detection algorithm called TEDA:

this is devised for real-time detection and is the combination

of two threshold algorithms one based on time gradient and

the other on an elaborated amplitude of the sea level records

(see Bressan and Tinti, 2011, for a detailed description). As

regards the TEDA performance, the authors were able to

show that the application of the algorithm would have rec-

ognized the tsunami quite soon after its arrival in most of the

records, typically within the first few minutes corresponding

to the first quarter of period, with the exception of records

where the tsunami was quite weak, less than 10 cm, since

here it was mostly missed (for complete TEDA statistics refer

to the quoted paper). Interestingly, on analyzing tsunami first

arrivals these authors showed that, despite that the tsunami

propagation was rather complex and, as expected, governed

by the ocean bottom irregular bathymetry, first arrivals turned

out to be well aligned on a distance-time graph with a few

exceptions, and with a very small spread, which suggests a

constant-speed propagation of the tsunami across the Pacific

with phase velocity approximately equal to 206m s−1 corre-

sponding to an average ocean depth of 4330m (see Fig. 2 of

their paper). One more interesting feature is that recorded pe-

riods change from one place to the other, but for most cases

they range between 20–60min with some outliers that exceed

100 and even 150min. As for the recorded heights, Bressan

and Tinti noted that, though the highest values were mea-

sured in the Japanese stations (close to the source; notice

however that the tide gauges were destroyed and their data

went lost), there is no clear decrease of the tsunami height

with distance and very large heights (in excess of 2m) were

measured in some of the Hawaiian and of Chilean stations.

Regional tsunami warning systems worldwide are today

based on first reaction to large earthquakes. Though in gen-

eral warning operations are quite complex and though dif-

ferent procedures are established and followed by different

warning systems, the starting point of the operational proto-

col is quite standard for most of them: i.e. the first decision

on tsunami occurrence is based on seismic data, more specif-

ically on the earthquake magnitude and hypocentral location,

since these determinations can be made in a few minutes

(less than 2–3min) with the present level of technology by

using seismic networks and seismic processing procedure of

standard quality. Practically, a decision matrix is defined in

a way that, on entering earthquake magnitude, hypocentral

depth and epicentral distance from the coast, it provides the

alert level for the countries in the area covered by the warn-

ing center. This first raw-decision bulletin can be later up-

dated as a consequence of more sophisticated analyses made

possible by the availability of more data. This strategy has

also been defined and approved in the European region, i.e.

the last region in the world where tsunami warning centers

have been established and have started to be operational.

Here, the coordination body of the tsunami warning sys-

tems, called ICG/NEAMTWS (Intergovernmental Coordina-

tion Group for the North-East Atlantic and Mediterranean

Tsunami Warning System), operating in the frame of the

IOC (Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission) within

UNESCO, has adopted a specific decision matrix for the en-

tire Mediterranean. Tinti et al. (2012), taking advantage of

recent studies revising the Italian seismicity and large earth-

quakes, and the available tsunami catalogue for the Italian

seas (Tinti et al., 2004), studied the predictive efficiency of

the decision matrix by applying it retrospectively to the last

four centuries of the Italian seismic history, i.e. in the time

span when the datasets can be considered complete. They

found that this matrix produces quite unsatisfactory results

since only in 45–55% of cases the action prescribed by the

matrix is adequate, overestimation takes place in 37% of

cases and underestimation in the rest. The reasons for this

failure are partly due to specific local causes and partly to

more general ones. The most obvious deficiency is related

to the fact that the decision matrix strategy assumes that

a tsunami can be generated only as the effect of an earth-

quake, discarding therefore tsunamis generated by aseismic

or seismically-induced landslides and also tsunamis induced

by volcanic activity, the latter being comparatively higher in

Italy than in several other Euro-Mediterranean areas and be-

ing responsible of a number of tsunamis, including the last

tsunami event that occurred in Italy in 2002 (Tinti et al.,

2006).
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An important development in tsunami early warning sys-

tems in the last years has been a move towards the near-field

monitoring system, which has been achieved also through the

introduction of platforms handling several types of sensors

and resulted in more complex warning system architectures.

This has been realized for instance in the German Indonesian

Tsunami Early Warning System in the Indian Ocean, called

GITEWS. A modern state of tsunami warning systems, the

direction of their development and future challenges are dis-

cussed in Wächter et al. (2012). In particular, it is suggested

that the use of Web 2.0 “unconventional” sensor systems,

such as Twitter messages, YouTube videos and RSS feeds

can be a promising approach for the development of tsunami

early warning systems, which provides rapid in situ crowd-

sourced measurement of the ongoing event.

Since tsunami assessments and forecasts use the informa-

tion on historical tsunamis (e.g. information about poten-

tial tsunamigenic sources, inundation distance, frequency of

tsunami occurrence), there is a constant need to improve our

knowledge about the historical tsunami records. The rela-

tive rarity of tsunami phenomena suggests that for a better

understanding it is important to pay attention to all avail-

able sources of information about tsunamis, including in-

formation about small-scale and “not traditional” tsunami-

like events. In this SI an example of these studies is given

by Marchenko et al. (2012) who observed a tsunami wave

near the glacier front of the Temple Fjord (in the Spitsbergen

island, Svalbard archipelago, Norway) infragravity that was

probably generated by the glacier motion. This mechanism is

similar to tsunami generation by landslides. The tsunami was

generated under sea ice and caused its vertical displacement

by approximately 30 cm. The authors describe their measure-

ment campaign and the characteristic parameters of the ob-

served wave.

Another possibility to enrich the knowledge of historical

tsunamis and also to find new evidence of unknown tsunami

events is the geological identification and dating of tsunamis

of the past, the so-called paleotsunamis. These approaches

allow to extend back the tsunami record up to several mil-

lennia. In this SI De Martini et al. (2012) present geologi-

cal evidence for paleotsunamis along eastern Sicily, Italy. By

combining geological information (38 paleotsunami deposits

from fine sand layers to boulders collected at 11 sites) with

historical data, they reconstruct a unique history of tsunami

inundations. As a result, three local unknown tsunamis in the

Augusta Bay area have been recognised. Two of them oc-

curred during the first millennium BC and another one in the

age interval 650–770 AD. The latter was identified and char-

acterized at 4 different sites for a minimum affected coast

length of 145 km. Furthermore, by comparing the historical

inundation distance from the shore with geological evidence

they showed that historical data tend to underestimate the in-

undation distance by an order of magnitude.

2 Extreme sea waves and rogue events

In the last decades rogue waves have been actively studied

theoretically and experimentally. Basic mechanisms of their

formation are well described in the recent book by Kharif

et al. (2009). The data of rogue waves recorded in different

locations all over the world are distributed in various publica-

tions. Perhaps, the first attempt to create a catalogue of rogue

events that took place worldwide was made by Didenkulova

et al. (2006), who analyzed the mass media reports of the

year 2005 and were able to recognize the occurrence of nine

such events. One year later, Liu (2007) proposed a chron-

icle of worldwide rogue waves for the period 1498–2007.

His collection included 51 events. Recently, Bascheck and

Imai (2011) came out with the collection of rogue wave mea-

surements off the US West Coast. The work by Nikolkina

and Didenkulova (2011) in this SI is a continuation of these

studies and represents a catalogue of rogue waves reported in

mass media and associated with damage in 2006–2010. The

authors selected as many as 78 rogue events that could be

considered reliable, an amount that is large enough to draw

preliminary conclusions about statistics of rogue events. In

total, during 2006–2010, 131 lives were lost and 196 persons

were injured. It is important to mention that rogue waves

occurred in both deep and shallow water and at the coast.

More information about the observed rogue events during

this period is given in the next publication by Nikolkina and

Didenkulova (2012).

Although rogue waves are a subject of intense research,

consensus on the probability of occurrence of rogue waves

has not been achieved. The paper by Bitner-Gregersen and

Toffoli (2012) addresses this topic from the perspective of

design needs. The authors discuss the occurrence probability

of extreme and rogue wave crests in deep water based on

numerical simulations, experiments and hindcast data and are

able to show that it is higher than the theoretical prediction by

Forristall (2000) and can be fitted by theWeibull distribution.

Results reveal that rogue waves can actually occur more often

than once in the 25 yr period, which is currently used as a

return period for ship design.

Zeng and Trulsen (2012) apply modern nonlinear theo-

ries, in particular variable-coefficient nonlinear Schrödinger

equation, to explain the rogue wave appearance in deep water

and study the effect of slowly varying depth on the values of

skewness and kurtosis of weakly nonlinear irregular waves

propagating from deep to shallower water. Numerical results

reveal that kurtosis is smaller at smaller depths. The nonlin-

ear dynamical response of the wave train may occur over a

longer domain than the region of depth change, so that the

wave train may need a long propagation distance after the

slope in order to reach the new equilibrium values for both

kurtosis and skewness. The main result of the performed sim-

ulations is that the characteristic relaxation distance can be

large compared to the local wavelength and the scale of depth

change. As a consequence, the waves entering a continental
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shelf from deeper water can have a spatially non-uniform

distribution of rogue waves, notably different from that ex-

pected from equilibrium statistics at the given depth. Impor-

tant is that theoretical results are in a good agreement with

the data of laboratory experiments (Trulsen et al., 2012). Ex-

perimentally it was shown that as relatively long unidirec-

tional waves propagate over a sloping bottom, from a deep

to a shallower domain, there can be a local maximum of kur-

tosis and skewness close to the shallower side of the slope.

The probability of large wave envelope has a local maximum

near the shallower side of the slope. The described results

are obtained for waves at the intermediate water depth for

conditions of modulational instability, which are considered

to be the main mechanism of a rogue wave formation. How-

ever, similar results have been obtained numerically within

the variable-coefficient Korteweg–de Vries equation for wa-

ter waves in a shallow basin of variable depth, which does not

allow for the modulational instability (Sergeeva et al., 2011).

Wave-induced extreme water levels in the Puerto More-

los fringing reef lagoon located at the north east of the Yu-

catan Peninsula (Mexico) are studied by Torres-Freyermuth

et al. (2012). Usually, fringing reefs in tropical regions are

considered a natural shore protection during extreme wave

events. Wave breaking at the shallow reef barrier reduces

the energy of high-frequency wind waves, but long or in-

fragravity waves, travelling with the short-wave group, are

able to propagate into the reef lagoon with less dissipation.

Also a reef barrier provides resonant conditions for water

waves leading to wave amplification. Such processes for a

given area are studied within 1-D weakly dispersive long-

wave theory realized in the numerical code SWASH. The

model is validated with laboratory experiments and field ob-

servations. The model reproduces well-observed high- and

low-frequency wave transformation for energetic wave con-

ditions. The numerical results obtained for Puerto Morelos

fringing reef lagoon revealed a strong correlation between

the offshore sea-swell wave energy and the setup. In con-

trast, infragravity waves are shown to be the result of a more

complex pattern which heavily depends on the reef geometry.

Indeed, the southern end of the reef lagoon provides evidence

of resonance excitation, suggesting that the reef barrier may

act as either a natural flood protection morphological feature,

or as an inundation hazard enhancer depending on the inci-

dent wave conditions.

3 Coastal flooding and storm surges

Not least because of sea level rise, storm surges and coastal

floods are of particular interest to researchers, planners, and

disaster control managers. This type of natural hazard can

represent an enormous threat to human life and economic

assets. The complex nature of flood events is rooted in two

different regimes, namely (i) physical and (ii) anthropogenic

influences. The genesis of storm surges is very diverse and

various influences play a role. On the one hand, the coinci-

dence of tidal maxima and meteorological patterns leads to

extreme sea levels (Woodworth et al., 2011). On the other

hand, wind conditions and bight shape determine local surge

heights. Moreover, the location of settlements and assets as

well as eventual protection measures affect the risk (Pielke

and Downton, 2000). Due to the fact that coastal floods rep-

resent events of low probability, empirical studies of dam-

ages are very difficult. Damage functions need to be assumed

(Boettle et al., 2011) so that future damages and uncertainties

can be estimated (Boettle et al., 2013).

This complex of interacting subsystems is addressed by a

set of five publications in this SI. One way to tackle the issue

is to employ the so-called Source-Pathway-Receptor concept

as done by Narayan et al. (2012). The authors aim at struc-

turing large coastal flood systems. The proposed graphical

system is illustrated by means of two examples. It is found

that the system level analysis performs better than simple to-

pographic maps. Torresan et al. (2012) assess the coastal vul-

nerability to climate change hazards at the regional scale. The

authors develop a regional vulnerability assessment (RVA)

methodology to analyse site-specific spatial information on

coastal vulnerability with the aim of assisting local commu-

nities in operational coastal management and conservation.

This work is complemented by Doong et al. (2012) who de-

velop an operational coastal flood early warning system. To

this purpose they combine existing sea-state monitoring tech-

nology, numerical ocean forecasting models, and historical

database. The warning system is exemplified with the Ty-

phoon Haitung (Taiwan 2005). Vatvani et al. (2012) over-

come limitations of independent numerical weather predic-

tion and storm surge models by employing the Delft3D storm

surge model. It is tested using wind drag parameterization

to evaluate the improvements on the storm surge model re-

sults. Further, Wahl et al. (2012) follow a statistical approach,

employing copula functions. The authors analyze hydrody-

namic boundary conditions with the purpose of risk analyses

in coastal areas.
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